
The Firinn Audit is comprised of 100 of the most important factors that dictate 
media effectiveness, and drive business performance through your ad campaigns.

Methodology
The methodological approach to discern the one hundred factors is a structured 
blend on meta-analysis and empirical evidence.

The Meta-analysis research looked at the work from leading academics, marketing 
authors, and the research published by the leading industry trade bodies.  The aim 
of the meta-analysis is to find, quantify, and attribute the best science, data, and 
systems available in media planning. The aim is to codify what drives media 
performance and business results, and to do so in a measurable, demonstrable, 
and repeatable way.

How do we codify the intangible, inscrutable, and subjective components of 
strategy and planning? We recognise that not all components are quantifiable, 
and that leaps in creativity and innovation can be highly significant. Moreover, 
there are other factors that experience dictates are equally important but equally 
not quantifiable. For all of those factors and components we have drawn on 
empirical evidence and case studies to prove a demonstrable impact on media 
performance and business outcomes.

Of course the Firinn Audit is much more than just the sum of the individual parts.

What is the Firinn Audit?
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Scoring
All of our audits are carried out by an experienced and expert team – real people, 
with real expertise. Part of the auditors role is assign a score to each component 
with in the audit framework. 

Each of the one hundred factors in the Firinn Framework is given a rating based 
on the importance of that factor in determining the overall impact of the 
campaign. For example, a factor as critical as  consumer insight would have a high 
rating.  We call this rating, the Impact Rating.

The job of the auditor is to determine how the work presented scores on a 
predetermined scale against each factor and assign a score. We can this score the 
Quality Quotient.

The overall scores are worked out using an algorithm that comprises the Impact 
Rating, the Quality Quotient, and the weighting for each part and section of the 
framework.  This ensures are scores reflect the quality and effectiveness of the 
work fairly, and is comparable across brands, sectors and time.

Outcomes
Our focus is always on real-world, real business results.
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